
The Harkness Healthy Dancer Initiative (H HDI) at Gyrotonic Manhasset is o�ering 
a unique opportunity for:  

       Pre-Professional and Professional dancers with Financial Hardship to learn and incorporate  
GYROTONIC® Methodology into their daily practice. 

        Access to exceptional Gyrotonic teachers.

        Participants must be 16 years or older.

        The address is the New York City Center Building, 130 West 56th St between 6th and 7th Ave,
         Suite 6M.

       $45.00 subsidy per 55 minute session - i.e. Regular price of a Gyrotonic Private Session is $95.00,
         hence the dancer is reponsible for $50.00 per session and the subsidy covers the balance.

        In the case of a Specialized Gyrotonic Master Trainer teaching, the regular price of this session
        is $150.00.  The dancer is responsible for $75.00 and the subsidy covers $45.00. The instructor is
        discounting the session by $30.00.  

        

 

        Each Dancer is eligible for 10 sessions within a 6 month period. One o�er per lifetime. 
         It is highly recommended to complete all 10 sessions to maximize the bene�ts. 

        Applicants must submit a completed Application entailing a Checklist form,  a Resume, and a
        Financial Need based Questionnaire.

        The applicant is strongly encouraged to consider the level of commitment required before 
        submitting application paperwork.

        Accepted applicants will have a Harkness Center for Dance Injuries mandatory complimentary
         Injury Prevention Assessment prior to thier �rst Gyrotonic appointment. 
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Steps to calculate your income:  
1. Identify all of your sources of income:
* Income from employment (W-2 or 1099)
* Income from self-employment

supplemental security income (SSI), pension)

2. Convert wages into yearly totals.
* Hourly wages from an employer (before taxes and other deductions are taken out)
* Gross income on a pay stub (paid weekly, every two weeks, etc.)
* Net income earned from self-employment (after business and other expenses are taken out)

3. Add income from all sources together to get your total annual income.

* A paycheck, weekly, bi-weekly or monthly
* Tips in cash at each shift

* Annual bonus

 Determining family size / Who to include in your household: 

* Spouse
* Registered domestic partner
* Dependents

 Contact us:
For questions and submissions, please reach out to our team at:
wellnessfordance56@gmail.com. Please state in subject heading “HCHDI”
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